Dumgal Against Pylons Supporter Comments
My unreserved thanks to ... all the team for the most successful and cogently-argued popular uprising I have ever known - and I
spent 30 years immersed in bureaucracy down south. I tried to do my bit down at this end, especially with Rory Stewart who
was very receptive and helpful but it is your collective knowledge, efforts and determination that have given this horror story a
happy ending. I expect that a night or two at the pub is called for! BL

This wonderful news and well done you and all those who did so much
to put forward such a professional case....FABULOUS...!!
I was serious when I said I would not live beside pylons....even if it
meant locking up the house and going.... so glad that won't be
necessary it seems !! TF

Marvellous outcome, well done to the no
to pylons committee could you please
convey my heartiest congratulations and
thanks to the team for their extremely hard
work on all our behalf's. KA

Regards

Wonderful - an even better outcome
than I could have hoped for! Well
done all. JT

Well done for everyone's hard work, ... Continued pressure and
honest public scrutiny, for once, has won the day. GD

that is GREAT news!!!!!!!!
Fantastic, that is a stone of the heart,
wonderful! MV

Congratulations, ... all your hard work and
effort has not been in vain. AF

Great news!

Well done RL
Great news Penny. Better than I ever dreamed we could
hope for. Of course there will be continuous anxieties
because life is never static and who knows where and
what the next threat will be, but I take heart from the fact
that other areas with similar predicaments will also be
encouraged to take on similar challenges. BW

Brilliant!! Well done ... everyone
involved. MN
Yes great isn’t it? JM

Great news!
LB
Well done to all the
campaigners!! JP

Thanks for this excellent news and
congratulations on your campaign
which gives us great encouragement
here in West Aberdeenshire to get them
to look again at the need BH
I have been sharing the news with my neighbours
since yesterday. A great relief. But we shall
continue keeping an eye on SPEN's activities. RA

Just want to say a huge thank you to ... the team for all the work you have put in so far
on the project. A day of huge relief it has to be said!
I think you're right though that we have to stay engaged and see what happens on phase
1a, there is still further work to come in our area (phase 2) I know, but how this is
handled could have far reaching implications right across the country. DN
This is indeed cause to celebrate. Well done to
all of you who have done so much to get to this
point. I realise that vigilance is needed and we
will do anything we can to assist in future.
Many thanks yet again D&BO

Yay!!! JA

Splendid news, we are so
relieved, it's hard to describe
how much this change of plan
means to us as a family. Thanks
again for leading such a
remarkable campaign, hats off
to ... the team! H & A

Fin Carson MSP: “That these concerns were raised is in no

small part down to the hard work of the action group, ‘Dumgal
Against Pylons’ who put their case forward so eloquently”

Motion lodged by Oliver Mundell MSP in Scottish Parliament: "That the Parliament welcomes SP Energy Network's
revised plans in relation to its Dumfries and Galloway Strategic Reinforcement Project; recognises the significance
of the project's drastically reduced route and the positive outcome that this will have for the Dumfriesshire
constituency, which will no longer be affected, and further recognises the efforts of Alan Jones and the Dumfries
and Galloway Against Pylons group for their efforts in achieving this result and for the engaging way in which they
have campaigned on behalf of local residents and stakeholders."

